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About This Game

Beach Rules will test your memory, visual agility and reflex through various tests. Keep the beach in order and compete in
different events and mini-games!

 FEATURES

 8 mini games to play against the machine

 3 special events: "Scouring the beach", "RCP" and "CleanBot, beach-cleaner"

 Improve your beach at the end of each round

 Replay value. Make this summer last forever

 Special soundtrack

 "Kawaii" pixel art design
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Developer:
Copperpick Studio
Publisher:
Copperpick Studio
Release Date: 4 Jan, 2018
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Do not buy this game if you own a modern monitor. The resolution/refresh rates are wrong, and it will either not open, or open
with "out of range," which may force you to force-reboot. I went looking for guides on how to fix this, and there is no modern
answer. You either own a dinosaur crt tube monitor, or don't play it.

Pros: Haven't played it.
Cons: Doesn't work on modern systems.. This ia a bad game. Good graphichs, but gameply is based on kill a few monsters take
the loot and do it againd, I don't like that kind of games. I hope this helped. 3\/10. So far I like the idea of the game. BUT!!!....

Pros:
-Graphic are Eye Candy. Looks great, runs great.
-Controls nice

Cons:
-repetitive soundtracks that are easily forgettable. (Ice world has a glitched forest world track playing too.)
-BS collision physics that make you lose ALL MOMENTUM when you collide into another kart.
-Some courses are not properly made for hard mode's speed
-Some boundary boxes are too low off the tracks which can cost you your place as well as that game.
-quiet sound effects
-generic, yet cute characters
-No sound options
-Pointless hub that tries to be a diddy kong racing mimic. Honestly I'd rather have the option for a quickstart menu like in
DKR64.
-always starts in window even after setting changes.

I will continue to play this game, and hope my perspective can change!
. I've played many of the "Choice of Games" and this one is one of my favorites. It's short and sweet and does the western theme
well. I felt satisfied with all of my choices and all the characters were quite entertaining.. MY VERSION IS BROKEN
I tried to login but i couldn't see my what i was typing, and it was broken. Then, I couldn't get out of that screen so i had to alt f4
out of the game. I went back in to the game and the login screen was still up and i can't get out of it by pressing escape. I tried
uninstalling it, but when I got it back IT REMEMBERED and was still stuck on the login screen. I tried restarting my computer
and everything, but nothing works. Please fix or this game is completely ruined with a game breaking bug.. Needs more vodka.
Really fun! Could use more content (lacking a little on blessings and curses) , but it's an awesome game to play with a podcast or
something running in the background and I really want to see more updates for this game. Cuter artstyle than Fortnite

- Better performance than PUBG

- Less buggy than PUBG

- Devs seem to care

- Its free (if you get it within 100 hour of its announcement), and no Microtransactions

- Hasn't sued anyone for stealing the Battle Royale gamemode

- Gangster mode

- You can be a banana (for free!)
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Video here if you're curious
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTZfeL6uCDc&feature=youtu.be. https://youtu.be/UjGUxl1g5Go

This game has a reputation the weakest in the broken sword series. And in fairness there is some justification for that
reputation.

For a start, it was developed by a different company and not the original team behind the series. So story wise it is fairly weak.
Also the game tends to have a lot of backtracking when solving puzzles, and many of the puzzles themselves are fairly tedious
and sometimnes lack logic. Especially annoying is the 'hacking' mini game that was added to the series.

On the plus side there is a lot of game and as usual the audio work is pretty fine as is the voice acting. Also the controls and UI
are a lot smoother than BS 3. Like BS3 this game is also in full 3D and still looks quite good for the age as they wnet for a more
realistic look rather than the cartoony look of the previous games.

So all considered, it just about scrapes a positive review, but it really is the weakest BS game and you really want to be a
dedicated point and click player to get the best from this one.
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Just finished playing "Disc One", the first world or what you would call it, and its fantastic. Super crisp action, beautiful visuals
and sound, cant recommend it enough!

EDIT: Have now finished it, including the "single" Break In and going back to play "Disc One" on hard mode. The game is just
fantastic and keeps getting better. Ive already "finished" it but it was well worth my money and i will probably come back every
now and then just to get some ape jazz.. I bought this because I'm a fan of the ZX Spectrum and steampunk. It doesn't
disappoint.. I love this game but there should be some improvements like I know how you can tell when the bear is coming and
hide from him but sometimes even that's not enough, still love this game though.. Too short. Psychologically messed up.... love
this game!! it's definitely creepy and i loved the bonus chapter that wasnt in the previous version! cant wait for the sequel!. Total
Rubish
. Game crashed while playing ... After loading the latest savegame:

- some party members leveled down from ~150ish to lvl 5
- some party members disappeared from the tavern
- some new and unsummoned are suddenly part of the team???

Happend twice now ...

// update (01.12.2016)

DO NOT BUY THIS PIECE OF SOFTWARE CRAP

Still getting these wonderful "RGSS3-Player stopped working"-Errors every so often ... It seems these happen because of some
corrupted Data in the Savegames (?) ... Only the Dev could fix this ... This ever going to happen? Bet your rear it won´t... Really
f*ck this game.... Got this for around $1.75. That's about as much as it's worth..
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